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.LOW SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN 0.075-SCALE
 
F-15 AIRPLANE MODEL AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP
 






An 0.075-scale model representative of the F-15 airplane was tested
 
in the Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel at a Mach numberof 0.16 to
 
determine static longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics at
 
spin attitudes for Reynolds numbers from 1.48 to 16.4 million per meter
 
(0.45 to 5.0 million per foot). Angles of attack ranged from 0 to +900
 
and-from -400 to -800 while angles of sideslip were varied from -20' to
 
+30'. Data were obtained for nacelle inlet ramp angles of 0 and 110 with
 
the left and right stabilators deflected 0, -250, and differentially 50
 
and -50. The normal pointed nose and two alternate nose shapes were also
 
tested along with several configurations of external stores.
 
Analysis of the results indicate that at higher Reynolds numbers there
 
is a slightly greater tendency to spin inverted than at lower Reynolds num­
bers. Use of a hemispherical nose in place of the normal pointed nose pro­
vided an over-correction in simulating yawing-moment effects at high Rey­
nolds numbers; use of an asymmetrical beveled nose provided an even larger
 
over-correction at positive sideslip angles and an effect in the wrong
 
direction at negative sideslip angles.
 
There were found to be no signifi6ant effects of changing inlet ramp
 
angle and adding external stores on the aerodynamic characteristics. At
 
angles of attack between 300 and 60' deflection of the stabilators pro­




With the advent of highly maneuverable military aircraft, it was found
 
that a large proportion of aircraft losses were caused by the aircraft
 
entering out-of-control and spinning motions. The department of the Air
 
Force has required the evaluation of these motions on aircraft such as the
 
McDonnell Douglas F-15. The tests being reported in this paper were made
 
to support theoretical analysis of F-15 upright stall/spin motions, and
 
* Project engineer, NASA LaRC ** Project engineer, ARO, Inc. 
to support inverted spin-model tests in the spin tunnel. The model is rep­
resentative of the F-15.
 
Upright-attitUde force tests were made to provide static aerodynamic
 
data at high angles of attack and sideslip with various control deflections
 
and stores to support theoretical analysis of F-15 upright stall/spin mo­
tions. Inverted-attitude force tests were made to evaluate the effects of
 
Reynolds number on the crossflow characteristics on the fuselage ahead of
 
the wing. In some cases, these crossflow effects can cause appreciably dif­
ferent side forces and yawing moments on a small-scale model from those
 
obtained at the same attitudes on the full-scale configuration (references
 
1 and 2). When these effects do occur, they are usually in the angle-of­
attack range between 400 and 900 for upright spins and between -40' and
 
-900 for inverted spins. In the course of conducting investigations of
 
aircraft spin and recovery characteristics in the spin tunnel, small-scale
 
models must necessarily be used. It has been found that for some configu­
rations, the Reynolds number effects are so marked that model spin and re­
covery characteristics do not represent the spin and recovery character­
istics of the full-scale airplane.
 
In general, a wind tunnel Reynolds number force test program is con­
ducted on a given design to determine if spin tunnel results could be ap­
preciably altered by Reynolds number effects. When such effects are found,
 
various "fixes" are investigated on the wind tunnel model in an attempt to
 
minimize these effects. Then, a similar "fix" is placed on the spin tun­
nel model so that its side force and yawing moment characteristics in the
 




The axis systems and sign conventions are shown in figure 1. Data
 
are presented in the body-axis coordinate system. Because the data were
 
computer plotted the corresponding plot symbol, where used, is given
 
together with the conventional symbol.
 
Plot 
Symbol Symbol Definition 
Ac cavity area 
b BREF wing span
 
E wing mean aerodynamic chord, M.A.C.
 































rolling-moment coefficient, rolling moment/qSb
 
pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSE
 
normal-force coefficient, normal force/qS
 
yawing-moment coefficient, yawing moment/qSb
 




























rudder deflection angle, positive trailing edge to
 
the left looking forward
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Fa18  A18 



























gun bump fairing, right-hand
 




shroud/exi't choke, normal flow
 














alternate nose shape, 450 left-hand bevel
 
alternate nose shape, hemispherical
 
600 gallon fuel tank
 










V172  V172 vertical tails
 
Wl1 8 WIl8 wing
 
Y22 Y22 inboard wing pylons
 
Y24 Y24 centerline pylon
 
Yx YX outboard wing pylons 
BASIC B156 W11 8 D41 H36 V172 T25 
J8( ) T66 Y24 A 
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The Ames 12-Foot Pressure Wind Tunnel is a variable density, low tur­
bulence wind tunnel which operates in the Mach number range of 0.1 to 0.94.
 
The wind tunnel is powered by a two-stage, axial flow fan driven by electric
 
motors totaling 12,000 horsepower. Airspeed in the test section is con­
trolled by variation of the fan's rotative speed. 'Eight fine-mesh screens
 
in the settling chamber together with a contraction ratio of 25 to 1, pro­






The model was an 0.075-scale F-I'5 airplane. The geometry of the model
 
is given in table 1, drawings of the model are presented as figure 2, and
 
photographs of the model installation are included as figure 3.
 
The model is a twin engine, mid-wing, supersonic fighter aircraft con­
figuration with a 450 wing leading edge sweep and a compound trailing edge
 
sweep. At the wing root the wing section is a NACA 64A(.55)O(5.9),a=O.8
 
mod. airfoil. Advancing further outboard the wing section changes to a
 
NACA 64A(.55)O(4.6),a=O.8 mod. airfoil, and then to a NACA 64A-20(3.5),
 
a=O.8 mod. airfoil. At the wing tip it is a NACA 64A-20(3.0),a=O.8 mod.
 
airfoil. The twin vertical tails are NACA 000(5.0)-64 airfoils at the
 
root and blend into a NACA 000(3.5)-64 airfoil at the tip. The horizontal
 
stabilators have a NACA 000(5.5)-64 airfoil at the root and blend into a
 
NACA 000(2.5)-64 airfoil at the tip.
 
Various combinations of stores and their supporting pylons were
 




The model was tested with two alternate nose configurations: a hemi­
spherical nose having a radius of curvature of 1.11cm which shortened the
 
normal nose length by 1.824cm; and a 450 left-hand beveled nose which
 
shortened the normal nose by .318cm.
 
The control surfaces utilized during the test were the ailerons and
 
horizontal stabilators. The ailerons were 13.283cm in span with a 23.8
 
per cent wing chord. The horizontal stabilator was a pivoting horizontal
 
tail in which the entire tail rotates.
 
The aft end of the model, between the vertical tails, was modified to
 




The investigation was conducted at a Mach number of 0.16 and at
 
Reynolds numbers of 1.48 to 16.4 million per meter (0.45 to 5.0 million
 
per foot). Data were obtained at angles of attack from -80' to 900 and at
 
sideslip angles from -20° to 30'.
 
The left and right horizontal stabilator deflections were set-at 0
 
and 0, -250 and -250, and 50 and -50, respectively. The ailerons and
 




The basic configuration was B156 W118 D41 H36 V172 T25. Model
 
configuration changes consisted of the addition of various combinations
 
of stores including MER200, BLU-32/B, SUU-13/A, QRC-249 ECM POD and a
 
600-gallon fuel tank with their associated pylons. Two alternate nose
 
configurations were also tested.
 
The model was provided with boundary layer transition strips. These
 
strips were of No. 120 carborundum grit with a width of .127cm. Grit
 
density was approximately 59/cm. The strips were located 3.81cm aft of the
 
tip of the airplane nose and at 5 percent chord of the wings, horizontal
 
and vertical tails, and.l.9cm from the leading edge around the engine in­
let ducts. When the model was tested for the effect of the nose configu­
rations, no transition grit was used on the model and all stores were re­
moved.
 
At angles of attack from 400 to 90' and -400 to -800 the engine nacelle
 
ducts were plugged to simulate stalled engines. At other angles of attack
 
the ducts were flow-through simulating normal engine operation. The inlet
 
ramp angle of the ducts was set.at either 0 or 110.
i 
The model was sting mounted on a turntable which permitted the varia­
tion of either angle of attack or sideslip. Aerodynamic forces and moments
 
on the model were measured using a Task internal six-component strain gage
 
balance. The balance cavity pressure was measured using a'pressure trans­
ducer. An angle of attack transducer at the base of the support system was
 




Tunnel static pressure was measured in the plenum surrounding the test
 
section and no blockage corrections were applied. Prior calibration of the
 
wind tunnel with large blockage models showed plenum pressure to be essen­
tially identical to free-stream static pressure and this pressure is cur­




The six-component force and moment data were reduced about the model
 
moment reference center in the body axis system. The axis systems are de­
fined in fioure 1 and the moment center was assumed to be at fuselage sta­
tion 106.142cm and waterline 22.131cm. The angle of attack and angle of
 
sideslip were corrected for deflection of the sting and balance under aero­
dynamic load. Angle of attack and appropriate aerodynamic coefficients
 
were corrected for model weight tares and tunnel wall interference effects
 




Am = 0.2568 CL ACm(tail on) = 0.001343 CL
 
ACD = 0.004020 CL ACm(tail off) = 0,0008763 CL
 
A stream angle of up to 20 at zero angle of attack is known to exist
 
in the vicinity of the model due to the influence of the support system
 
fairing on the tunnel floor (see figure 3). No stream angle corrections
 
were applied to the data.
 
Three samples of all balance and tunnel static pressure data were
 
averaged for each data point and then reduced to coefficient form.
 
The balance cavity pressure was measured and the body axial force
 
coefficient was corrected as follows:
 
C =C +(pc' P)Ac 
CA = CAuncorrected + cS 




CN = ±0.025 C9 = ±0.003 
CA ±0.002 = ±0.040
 
C = ±0.014 = ±0.040 
6
Cm = ±0.010 Re/L = ±0.07 x 10 per m 
Cn = ±0.003 M = ±0.001 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
Computer plotted data are presented in figures 4 through 9. An index
 
to the plotted data is given in table 2.
 
The effects of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic-coefficients of the
 
model for a given angle of attack and angle of sideslip are presented in
 
figure4. The effects of angle of attack and angle of sideslip on the
 
aerodynamic characteristics at a Reynolds number of 13.1 million per meter
 
(4 million per foot) for two values of nacelle inlet ramp angle are pre­
sented in figures 5 and 6, respectively. The effects of sideslip angle on
 
the aerodynamic characteristics at a Reynolds number of 13.1 million per
 
meter (4 million per foot) are presented in figure 7 for several stabilator
 




effects of sideslip angle on the aerodynamic characteristics at Reynolds

numbers of 1.48 and 16.4 million per meter (0.45 and 5.0 million per foot)
 
for three fuselage nose shapes-are presented in figure 9.
 
Analysis of the results presented in figure 4 indicate that at angles
 
of attack of -800, -700, -600 the model adequately simulates full scale
 
when comparing the lateral-directional coefficients, especially C which is
 
an important parameter in its effects on spin characteristics (reerence

1 and 2). At an angle of attack of -500, there was a Reynolds number effect
 
in that a positive value of Cn at 100 of sideslip at high.Reynolds number
 
became a rfegative value of Cn at low Reynolds number (see page 39, and see
 
similar effects on pages 24, 29, and 34). At an angle of attack of -400,
 
some Reynolds number effects were also evident, but the effects were not
 
consistent and in some cases were opposite to the effect already discussed
 




In general, the results presented in figure 4 indicate that the air­




At an angle of attack of -500 use of the hemispherical nose shape as 
a "fix" on the model at low Reynolds number changed the C0 data to be more 
like the Cn data at high Reynolds number when the basic tip was on; however, 
an over-correction is indicated. The data showed that use of the asymmet­
trical beveled nose is not promising because it provided an even larger
 
over-correction at +100 of sideslip and also because it provided an in­
crement in the Wrong direction at negative sideslips (see figure 9, page
 
86). The use of the hemispherical nose as a "limited fix" for full scale
 
simulation will require further analysis.
 
At an angle of attack of -400 neither the hemispherical nose nor the 
asymmetrical beveled nose appeared useful as a Reynolds number'"fix". The 
hemispherical nose caused little or no change and the beveled nose provided 
an increment in the wrong direction at positive sideslips (see figure 9, 
page 87). 
From the data presented in figures 5 and 6 it is seen that there was
 
little effect of changing the inlet ramp angle on the variation of the aero­
dynamic coefficients with angle of attack and sideslip. The only coeffi­
cient to be appreciably affected by changing the ramp angle from 0 to 11'
 
was the axial-force coefficient.
 
The data presented in figure 7 show that at angles of attack between
 
300 and 600 deflection of the stabilators can be used to increase the
 
directional stability. Differential deflection of,the stabilators ismore
 
effecti.ve in increasing directional stability at the higher angles of attack.
 
9 
The data presented in figure 8 show no significant effects of adding
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TABLE 1.- MODEL GEOMETRY
 












Area (reference) 3177.3 
Root chord (theoretical) 52.070 
Root chord (actual) 57.432 
Tip chord 13.018 
Mean aerodynamic chord (reference) 36.439 
Aspect ratio 3.01 
Maximum t/c 0.059 










Trailing-edge sweep 0.00 up to BL. 29.530cm
 
11.42' from BL. 29.530cm to wing tip

Section: at BL. 15.216.NACA 64A(.55)0(5.9),a=0.8 mod. airfoil
 
at BL. 29.530 NACA 64A(.55)0(4.6),a=0.8 mod. airfoil
 
at BL. 42.812 NACA 64A-20(3.5),a=0.8 mod. airfoil
 

































Section: at BL..13.335: NACA 000(5.5)-64 airfoil
 












Height from FRP 26.219 
Exposed aspect ratio 1.7 
Maximum t/c 0.050 
Exposed taper'ratio 0.226 







Section: at root: NACA 000(5.0)-64
 








Variation of aerodynamic characteristics with Reynolds 
number at various angles of attack. 
Page 
I 
5 Effect of ramp angle on aerodynamic characteristics, 
Reynolds number equals 13.1 million per meter. 
41 
6 Effect of ramp angle on aerodynamic characteristics, 
Reynolds number equals 13.1 million per meter. 
51 
7 Effect of stabilators on aerodynamic characteristics, 
Reynolds number equals 13.1 million per meter. 
59 
8 Effect of stores on aerodynamic characteristics, Reynolds
number equals 13.1 million per meter. 
71 
9 Effect of nose shape.for two Reynolds numbers at various 





I. Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles areindicated by arrows a dC 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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Figure '1. - Axis systems. 
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Figure 2.-Model drawings. 
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(c) Vertical stabilizer (V17 2 ) 
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(d) Horizontal stabilator (H3 6 ) 
Figure 2.-Continued. 
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(g) Inboard wing pylon (Y2 2) 
Figure 2.-Continued. 
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Figure 2.-Continued. 
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(1) External store loadings 
Figure 2.-Continued. 
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Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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STB-R .000 00w022 4.428 00W023 5.904
 
DOW024 7.413 0DW025 11.152
 
00026 13.120 0W027 14.760 
OV028 16.400 
- 1.88 ______ 
-1.96 _ _ 










.01 1 10 100 
-K.44 RN/L
 
CHAR.FIG. 4 VARIATION OF AEROI WITH REYNOLDS NO. AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK. 
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UASIU.;HHO=11 - F tDDW020) 
SYMBCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA S&URCE 






























-1.88 __ __ 

























BASIC, RHO=11 - F CDDW020) 
SYMBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SO.CE 
0 -70.000 BETA 10.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L DATASET RN/L 
AIL-R .DOC STB-L .000 DOW020 1.476 DOW021 2.952 
STB-R .000 0W022 4.428 DOWV023 5.504 
D0OW024 7.413 DOW025 11.152
 
DOW02o 13.120 0W027 14.760 
0to029 16.400 
-2.04 -- E -' " z-_._ _ _ ___ _ _ ._ _ __,-
-2.12 
-2.20 1 100 
RN/L 
-. 028 
-. 036 " _._ 
_ 
-. 044 _ _._ 











.24 1 10 100 
RN/L
 








SYMBOL ALPIA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOSCE 
0 -60.O0 BTA 10.000 AIL-L. 000 OATASET RN/L DATASET RN/L 
AIL-R .0W STB-L .000 DDVO20 1.476 MW02I 2.952 













-.036 _ ,----_ ,__ 
-.044 
- .052 






















BASIC. RHO=11 - F COW020) 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOLCE 














STB-R .000 00wO22 4.428 D0W023 5.504 












" f- 11" '' ' 
- .036 










.24 1 10 I00b 
RN/L 




BASIC. RHO=11 - F 	 CDW020)
 
SYMtOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES 	 DATA SOU.RCE 
0 -40.000 	 BETA I0.000 AIL-L .000 DATASFT RN/L OATASET RN/L
 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 DOW020 1.476 DO021 2.952
 
STB-R Co0 4.428 00W023 5.904
00W022 
-W024 7.413 DOW025 11.152 
DOW02S 13.120 0OV07 14.760 COW028 16.4C0 
-I1.88 	 __-­
-1 .96 __ _ _ _ _____ 	 _ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ 
_----Z 	 -2 .04 _ _ 
-2.12 C)_ --- __--- ­






-. 044 "____ 	 _, 
-. 052 
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BASIC, RH =1 - F C0DW020)
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
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.00 ­
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BASIC. RHO=11 - F CODWO20
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

















































BASIC. RHO=11 - F COOW020)
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SMCE 
0 -0.000 BTA -20.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L DATASET RN/L 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .00 fW020 1.476 MV021 2.252 
ST8-i .00 MWlV22MW024 4.428 7.413 MWV023 0OW02 5.904 11.152 

























BASIC. RHO=I1 - F [DDW020 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMTRIC VALLES DATA SO-RCE 

























.20 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
00 ----. 
.04 __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 
RN/L 
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FIG. 
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4 VARIATION OF AERO. CHAR. WITH 
10 
RN/L 
REYNOLDS NO. AT VARIOUS 
100 
ANGLES OF ATTACKi. 
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BASIC, RHO=11 - F CO0W020)
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE
 
0 -80.000 BETA -10.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET A/L DATASET RN/L
 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 O(W020 1.476 00O2 2.952
STB-R .0(0 DW022 4.428 D0V023 5.904 
MW024 7.413 VO25 11.152 





















1 10 100 
RN/L 




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
BASIC, RHO=1I - F CO0W020)
 
SYMBOt ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOACE
 
0 -70.000 BTA -10.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L OATASET RN/L
 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 OvW02o 1.478 DO021 2.952 
ST--R .000 D0V022 4,428 DDW023 5.904
 
DOV024 7,413 0OV025 11.152
 







U _'----- -____ ____._..(_
.0o0 







j-- "I' J, __ 






_ _ 1_ 
.00 












BASIC, RHO=11 - F (DLJW020) 
SYMrOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOACE 
0 -60.000 BETA -10.00m AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L DATASET RN/L 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 mw020 1.476 0W021 2.952 
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BASIC, RHO=11 - F 
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES 
-50,000 BTA -10.000 AIL-L 












RN/L DATASET RN/L 
1.476 DOW021 2.952 
4.428 DOW023 5.904 
7.413 0W025 11.152 
13.120 DDW027 14.760 
15,400 
.20 ____ 
























BASIC, RHO=11 - F 	 CDDW020)
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SMURCE 
0 -40.000 	 BETA -10.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L DATASET RNIL
 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 D0W020 I .476 0W21 2.952
 
STB-R .000 0W022 4.428 M0W23 5.904
 00W024 7.413 D0W025 11.152
 




.20 ___ _----	 _ _ _ 








1i0 	 100 
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BASIC, RHO=11 - F CODWO20) 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOURCE 


































-. 00'- - - -- 100 
-. 2 1I0N 
.04 _ --­RN/L 
i 4 
-. 04 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
10 - 100 
RN/L 
.04 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1 10 100 
RN/L 








ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES 
-70.000 BETA .000 AIL-L 











RN/L DATASET RN/L 
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BASIC. RHO=11 - F 	 EDDW020) 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMfETRIC VALLES 	 DATA SOURCE 
0 -60.000 	 BETA .000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L DATASET RN/L
 
AIL-R .000 STB-L .000 POV020 1.476 MOW021 2.952
 
STB-R omCC D0V022 4.428 OV023 5.904
 00W024 7.413 DOW025 11.152
 
0OW026 13.120 DDV02? 14.760 
D0W029 16.400 
.20 
.00* 	 ___ 
-. 20 __ __ _ _ 	 _ 1_ 1___ -20 1 A I1--
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BASIC, RHO=11 - F tODW020) 
SYMIML ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SORCE 
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BASIC. RHO=I - F COOW020) 
SYM0L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SORCE 


















































BASIC, RHO=11 - F C0DW020) 
SYMBL ALPHA PARAM'ETRIC VALUES DATA SOARCE 












































BASIC. RHO=11 - F CDDW020) 
SYML ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLES DATA SOLRCE 
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FIG. 4 VARIATION OF AFRO. CHAR. WITH REYNOLDS NO. AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK.
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BASIC. RHO=11 - F CODW020) 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOLAE 





















































BASIC, RHO=11 - F C0DW020)
 
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMTRIC VALUES 
0 . -5.000 BTA 1O.C00 AJL-L 
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BASIC, RHO=11 - F CDDW020) 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE 
0 -40.000 BTA 10.000 AIL-L .000 DATASET RN/L OATASET RN/L 
AIL-R .000 STa-L .000 CWO2 1.476 00W021 2.952 



















_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL- STB-L STB-R 
(BOVOol 1 0 BASIC. RHO-C + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000 
(BOWOOS) U BASIC, RHO-I * GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000 
.20 r 






.0 5 10 
BETA 
' 











_ _ _ _ 
-5 












_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CA)ALPHA = -.11 PAGE 41
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW$IGURATIGJ DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
tLBUDD I2I 0 BASIC. Rt-- + GRIT .000 000 .00 .000 
(BOwOO93) BASIC. RHO-1l + GRIT .000 .000 .DO .000 




.4 0 . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . 





.. ..105 ... 5' ' 15 ' 225 0.. .35
1"5 3.  
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CB)ALPHA = 10.46 PAGE -42 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DSCRIPTION 
CBeoOaOl 1 0 BASIC, RHO-c + GRIT 






















-10 5 05 
BETA 




_ _ __ _ _ 
-5 --N -5 I15 20 52  
.04 BETA 
°00 ___ 
-i -.04 _ "_-_ 
-1 105 0 5 0 1I 0 215 0 31 
BETA 
.FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CC)ALPHA = 21800 PAGE 43 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOLRATION CESCRIPTI'J AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
CEVOOl ) ) BASIC. RHO-0 + SPIT .000 .00C .00 .000 
IBowos 3 U BASIC. RHO-11 + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .WO 
.20 . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
 
.00 
-. 40 5' ' 5' 155 21- ' 1 ' o . '.. ' ' 0 5 
BETA 
.04 _ 
o -. 04 
- 5 10 15I25 20 10 35 
BETA 
.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-04 
-. 09 , 
-I1' -I' . 5 ' 1'5 2 5 3 35 
BETA 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.3 RENOLDS NO.= 13.12 MILo
 
COIALPHA = 31.29 PAGE 44
 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUATIGN DESCRIPTION AJL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
CEWOCI 0Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 .000 ,0 
CDW00092 U BASIC. RHO-1i + GRIT .0 .000 .000 ot.00 
.20 . . . .. . . .. . . .
 
.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
-. 20 . .__ 






>" A.0 - - --------­
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L) -. 04 
-IV -l'0 -5 0 '5 0' 50 5 3 35 
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BETA 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CE)ALPHA = 41.34 PAGE 45
 
DATA SET SYMBL COLFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
CBDW0 3 0 BASIC. RHO-C + GRIT .000 .000 .00 .000 
(C8W009] Li BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000 
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.9 REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CA)ALPHA = -.11 PAGE 
3 
46 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGFIGURATION DSCRIPTION 
(CVO0I I 0 BASIC. RHO-O + GRIT 




































-.4 . 50 -'15 ... 5 ... 1i 20.5 . .... 
"" BETA 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.9 REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 tIL 
'CB)ALPHA = 10.46 PAGE 
.. 3! 
47 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIIRATIU' DSCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STS-R 
WW00i 1 0 BASIC, RHO-O + GRIT .OD .000 .000 .000 
€CW8009) Li BASIC, RHO-11 + GRIT .DOC .000 000 .000 
1 .6 . . .. . . . 










15525 20 3 
.000 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 








15 20 25 3 3 
.00 
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.4,15 0 -5 OF 0f~) l52 0 
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CC)ALPHA = 21.00 PAGE 
35 
48 
DATA SET SYM OL COWIGLURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
CBOvOi 2 Q BASIC. RHO-O + GRIT .000 .00 .CCO .000
 






.020 . . . . 
X"I5.05 b 
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s-.20 
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FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.9 REYNOLDS NOOz 13.12 MIL. 
CO)ALPHA = 31 .29 PAGE 49 
DATA SET SYMM 
€8voW001 I 
I20V0093 U 
ca$IS ATION tESCRIPTltN 
aATA NOT AVAILABLE 













1.6' __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
6 .8 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
.0 
.020 
1 ]5 5 0l' o 
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_ _ __ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ..._:_­
10 5 0 '5 0 15 0 25 
-- BETA 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CE)ALPHA = 41.34 PAGE 
3 
50 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWfIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
CEOWDOI 1 0 BASIC. RHO-0 + GRIT .0W0 .000 .000 .000
 (ED C93 Li BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT 	 .0 .000 .000 .000 
0~~~ -1.-	 a Al9%--.. 
U-­








S0f 12-4214 16 18 20 24 46 28 32
 
.00--------o ---- ------------------------. 
'2 	 a0 
ALPHA
 









FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CA)BETA =-10.00 	 PAGE 51
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CISFIGSATION DSCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
CEW0012 Q BASIC. RHO-0 + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000
 
CEDWOOS2 U BASIC. RHO-I1 GRIT .000 ,000 .000 .000
 
0 -9 8. 
* _ . . .. . .. . . . . , 






.00 -- 6- -- I-- cm -- 6R­








0 0 121416 18 02 4A 9 
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR,, REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
(B)BETA = .00 PAGE 52
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWIGURATION DSCRIPTION AIL-I. AIL-R STS-L STB-R 
(EDwOaIl Q BASIC, RHO-O + GRIT .00 .00 .o000 .000 
(EDWO0S2 U BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .O0 .000 .000 
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CC)BETA = 4.00 PAGE 53
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DSCRIPTION 
CEWO01 0 BASIC. RHO-C + GRIT 
















-1 02 48- '81-0 121-41-61-8 
ALPHA 
20 22 24 268 80 2 -4 
z.20
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CO)BETA = 10.00 PAGE -54
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGATIJ CESCRIPTIO AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
cEDW0I ) Q BASIC. RHO-C + GRIT .00 .000 .000 .000
 
IEDWOOS) U BASIC RHO-I1 + GRIT .000 .000 .o .0 









2 . 0 - - -. . 
~-.4
 














DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRATIOJ DSCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STe-R
 
CEOWDVI I 0 BASIC. RHO-0 + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000
 
CEDW090< Li BASIC, RI-II + GRIT .000 .000 . 0C .DOO
 









B48110 121'41'61 I 20 
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CB)BETA = .00 PAGE 56
 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL. COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(EDWOOI 0 BASIC, RHO-a + GRIT .0 .0 .000 .0 
CEDWOOS) Li BASIC, RHO-li1 GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000 
2.0 
--------------- \ 
--------- ----------- _-----­-2.0 
-2.0 
0 2 4 6 '8 10 12 14 186 1& 0 22 24 26 280 322 4 31 
ALPHA
 
c . 4.0 
2.0 
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MlL.
 
CC)BETA = 4.00 PAGE 57
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATIO DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(EDWOOI1 0 BASIC. RHO- + GRIT .000 .000 .D00 .00 
(EDWOOS3 BASIC, RHO-I + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000
 




o0 - - 8 10 1*2 1t4fl6 1.2F 
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF RAMP ANGLE ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CD)BETA = 10.00 PAGE 58
 
DATA SET SYMSL COWFIGURATION DSCRIPION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L " STB-R
 
CW0092 O BASIC. RHO-I1 + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000
 (COWOIC] L BASIC, RHO-I + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCOWI 9 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 5.000 -5.000 
.20 ' . ... _ . . . . . . 
__ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ ­
_.00 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-. 20 
-. 40 ... 5 I .., 1 .115, 
5 -1 -5 0 1 0 3 
BETA 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CA)ALPHA = -.10 PAGE 59
 
DATA SET SYMH0L COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
€CCW0V3 0 BASIC, RHO-Il * GRIT .000 .O00 .000 .OD 
cCwoIOI BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
(COvol 3 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 5.000 -5.00 
.20 ' 
.00
-.0 __ __r_ __,_ - __ _. __ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ 
U ____. ____ 
-. 40 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CB)ALPHA = 31.33 PAGE 60 
DATA SET SYMBO COIFIGLRATION DESCRIPTIaN AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
CCwO09) 0 BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT oC .0 .000 .000
 
CCDWICJ Li BASIC, RHO-I1 + GRIT .00 .000 -25.000 -25.0W
 
(CDWOIII BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 5.000 -5.000
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CC)ALPHA = 51.37 PAGE 61
 
_ _ 
DATA SET SYMB0L CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(COVO09) 0 BASIC. RHO-II + GRIT .000 .000 .0 .000 (CDVOIO) L- BASIC, RHO-I + GRIT 000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
(COV0II 9 BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 5.000 -5.000 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 




DATA SET SYM3BL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(COOOS) BASIC. RHO-Il + GIT .00 .000 .000 .0W (COWO2O] BASIC. RHO-11 + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 (COWOII 3 BASIC. RHO-1I + GRIT .000 .000 5.000 -5.000 
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BETA 
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CE)ALPHA = 71.30 PAGE 63 
C 
I 
DATA SET SYHBO CMNFIGURATIO DESCRIPTIN AIL-L AIL-R Sr9-L STB-R
oOO RHiO-11 + GRIT . .0 .o0o OwnBASIC. 
BASIC. RHO-1I
UVOICI + GRIT .000 . -25.000 -25.000 
(COVOU3 BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT .000 .000 5.000 -5.000 
-. 20 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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.08 _____ .. _._. 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS HO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CF)ALPHA = 68.24 PAGE 84 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CA)ALPHA = -.10 PAGE 
.3 
65 
DATA SET SYMBO CWlIGATImJ DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
CCDWO09) 0 BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 .000 .000 
(CoID2o UI BASIC, RHO-11 + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
(B)ALPHA = 31.33 PAGE -66
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRATIGI DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
tCOVO09 C BASIC. RMO-ll + GRIT 000 .ow .0ac .000
 
(COWOID0) BASIC. RHO-11 t GRIT .000 .000 -25.0m -25.000 
CCOw0ll1I BASIC. RO-lI + GRIT .CO0 .000 5.010 -5.000 
z !.8 
.0 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC- CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.: 13.12 NIL.
 
CC)ALPHA = 51.37 PAGE G7 
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BASIC. RHO-I1 + GRIT 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
(D)ALPHA = 61.28 PAGE 68 
DATA SET-SYMBOL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CE)ALPHA = 71.30 PAGE 69 





BASIC. RHO-1I + GRIT 
BASIC. RHO-Il + GIT 
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FIG. 7 EFFECT OF STABILATORS ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.5 REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CF)ALPHA = 88.24 PAGE '70 
______ 
.20 
DATA SET SYM3OL CO?FIGUATION DESCRIPTIO AIL-L AIL-R ST-L SIB-R
 
COWDOID) 0 BASIC. RHO-l + GRIT .000 .000 -25.00 -25.000
 
(C0WO122 U BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT + A + B + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 (COW4I DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000CCDVDIS3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
-. 20>. 
- .4  - -L' 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CA)ALPHA = -.24 PAGE 71 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R
 
(CWOI03 0 BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT 000 000 -2. -25.000
 
(CW012) BASIC. RHO-I1 + GRIT + A + B + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000
 CCDv0142 DATA NOT AVAILA1:LE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 (C0V0152 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CB)ALPHA = 31.24 PAGE 72
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COINFIGRATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
CCDW0103 Q BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .C0 -25.000 -25.00 
CCDW0122 U BASIC. RHO-1l + GRIT + A + 1 * C .000 .00 -25.000 -25.000 (COWD43 Q BASIC. RHO-I1 + GRIT + 0 .000 .003 -25.0O -25.0MD 
ICOW0I5 a BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT + E .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CCMALPHA = 51.33 PAGE 73
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGJATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L ST-R 
(CDWOIO3 0 BASIC. RHO-11 + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CC0W0123 U BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + A + B + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDVWI43 BASIC, RHO-1I + GRIT + D .O0 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
(COVOISi BASIC. RHO-I1 + GRIT + E .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
.20 . . "... ' .. '..
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
(D)ALPHA = 61.31 PAGE 
35 
-74 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CCDVOIO] 0 BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT 
COV0123 BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT + A + B 
COV014] BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT + 0 
CDW0152 BASIC. RFHO-l + GRIT + E 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CE)ALPHA = 71.35 PAGE 75 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0IGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STEB-R 
(COWOI 0 BASIC. RHO-lI + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CC0W0123 U BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + A + 8 + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
tCW0142 Q BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + 0 .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDW0151 a BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT + E .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
.00 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.9 REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CF)ALPHA = 88.25 PAGE 76 
DATA SET SYMBOL COIIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(COWDO) 0 BASIC. RFIO-Cl + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CA)ALPHA = -.24 PAGE 
3 
77 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTIO'N AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
(CowOIO) () BASIC. RMO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDWOI2) U BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + A + B + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
Cv0142 0] DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
LCDO5) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CB)ALPHA = 31.24 PAGE 
3 
78 
DATA SET SYMBt COtFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CW010 0 BASIC. RHO-II+ GRIT 
tCOW0I22 BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + A + B + C 
CDWI4] 2 BASIC, RHO-I + GRIT + 0 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
(C)ALPHA = 51.33 PAGE 
31O 
79 
'DATA SET SYHMBL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTIO AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
ICW013 C) BASIC. RHM-I + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCOW012] Li BASIC. RHO-I + GRIT + A + B + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDWOI4 Q BASIC. RHO-II + GRIT + D .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCOW0153 I. BASIC. RHC-1I + GRIT + E .000 .000 -2S.000 -25.000 
B . .. 0 
.0
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CD)ALPHA = 61.31 PAGE 80 
DATA SET SYMOL CO'IGRATIW4 DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
ICOWOIO) 0 BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
(COV12I LJ BASIC. RHO'-11 + GRIT + A + 8 + C .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CC0W014 Q BASIC, RHO-Il + GRIT + D .000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDVOI5 a BASIC, RHO-i + GRIT + E .000 .00O -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR.. REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL. 
CE)ALPHA = 71.35 PAGE 81 
DATA SET SYMBOM CGFIGURIRATION DESCRIPTION AIL-L AIL-R STB-L STB-R 
00wo0103 BASIC. RFO-I1 + GRIT .00 .00 -25.000 -25.000 
CC0W0123 BASIC. RHO-Il + GRIT + A + 8 + C 000 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
CCDOI4I BASIC. RHO-Il * GRIT + 0 .c0 .000 -25.000 -25.000 
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FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STORES ON AERODYNAMIC CHAR., REYNOLDS NO.= 13.12 MIL.
 
CF)ALPHA = 88.25 PAGE 82 
1ATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATIO DESCRIPTION RN/L 
IF0V020 0 BSIC. RHO-|f F 1.476FfW02' 'D BASIC. RHO-Il F + 3 	 1.476 
CF0W0323 BASIC. RHO-11 

CFDVO2 0, BASIC. RHO-11 

(FOW031] BASIC. RHO-11 
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FIG. 9 EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE FOR 2 REYN. NOS. AT VARIOUS ALPHAS, ZERO CON. SURF.
 
CA)ALPHA =-80.00 	 PAGE 83
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COSIGLRATION DESCRIPTIO RN/L
 
tFOW023 0 BASIC. RHO-i - F 1.47S
 
CFOW0292 BASIC. RHO-Il - F + 0 1.476
 
CFDV032] BASIC, RHO-Il - F t H 1.476
 
CFDVO282 BASIC. RHO-11 - F 16.400
 
CFOV0313 BASIC, RH -Il - F + G 16.400
 
CF0V034) L BASIC. RHO-Il - F t H 16.400
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FIG. 9 EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE FOR 2 REYN. NOS. AT VARIOUS ALPHAS, ZERO CON. SURF.
 
CB)ALPHA =-70.00 PAGE 84
 








BASIC. RHO-l - F 
BASIC. RHO-I - F + G BASIC, R =-Il - F + H 
BASIC, RHOII - F 
BASIC. RHO11 - F + 6 
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FIG. 9 EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE FOR 2 REYN. NOS. AT VARIOUS ALPHAS, ZERO CON. SURF.
 
CC)ALPHA =-60.O0 PAGE 85
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C'NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L
 
(CO6020) 0 BASIC. RHO-Il - F 1.476
 
CGO"29 ' BASIC. RHO-II - F + G 1.476 
(MW0322 BASIC. RH-11 - F + H 1.476
 
EGOW02 BASIC. RHO-Il - F 16.400
(GDwO3I2 BASIC. RHC-I - F + G 16.400 
C6OD034I BASIC. R -'11 - F + H 16.400 
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FIG. 9 EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE FOR 2 REYN. NOS. AT VARIOUS ALPHAS, ZERO CON. SURF.
 
CA)ALPHA =-50.00 PAGE 86 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RN/L
 
CGOWD202 0 BASIC, RHa-11 - F 1.476
 
(1Md029] L BASIC, RHO-II - F + 6 1.476
 
(.0o0322 BASIC RHO-1I - F + H 1.476
 
(_VDW02 BASIC, RHO-I1 - F 16.400
 
t6DWO31) BASIC, RHO-Il - F + 	 1.400 (COW034) BASIC, RHO-11 - F + H 	 16.400 
.40 ,-.L 
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FIG. 9 	EFFECT OF NOSE SHAPE FOR 2 REYN. NOS. AT VARIOUS ALPHAS, ZERO CON. SURF.
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